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ABSTRACT

The community need. The majority of teenagers are unable to
assess the credibility of Web information. According to a Stanford
University study of 7,804 students from middle school to college,
more than 80% of middle-schoolers could not distinguish between
an advertisement and a real news story on a website. And nearly
40% of high-school students believed fake news as real one based
only on the headline and picture [7]. To address this issue, many
studies support news media literacy as one of the most powerful
tools to fight fake news [4], especially for younger generations.

We report on how we implemented service-learning (S-L) in a
CS graduate class to improve student understanding of the class
materials and provide a service to the community, i.e., addressing
teenagers’ vulnerability to Web misinformation. We show how SL benefits CS students in their course theory understanding and
personal skills development, while teenagers’ news media literacy
and misinformation detection accuracy were positively impacted.

CCS CONCEPTS

News media literacy. We adopted the 5Cs model proposed
in [5] that defines News Literacy (NL) as "knowledge of the personal and social processes by which news is produced, distributed,
and consumed, and skills that allow users some control over these
processes" and adapted it to the social media context. The 5Cs refer
to the following five knowledge and skill domains that comprise
NL: context, creation, content, circulation, and consumption. To
measure the NL level of an individual, we collaborated with Dr. Ashley, one of the authors of [5], who developed five multiple-choice
questions, each one testing knowledge in one of the 5Cs domains.
We then defined the NL level as the percentage of corrected answers
to these five questions.

• Applied computing → Education.
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INTRODUCTION
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Service-learning (S-L) is a teaching strategy that integrates course
content with relevant community service. Lectures, assignments,
and class discussions prompt students to reflect critically on service in order to increase understanding of course content, gain a
broader appreciation of the discipline, enhance their sense of civic
responsibility, and become more active as local, national, and global
citizens.1 Service-Learning in STEM provides many benefits to college students, including increased student learning [6], and offers
both improved critical thinking and civic aptitude [2, 3]. Servicelearning is particularly beneficial in attracting and retaining women
and other underrepresented students in computing [1].
In this paper, we describe our experience in introducing servicelearning into a Social Media Mining class to develop an active
learning environment where students will better understand class
concepts and address the community issue of teens’ lack of awareness regarding Web misinformation.
1 National

INTEGRATING SERVICE-LEARNING INTO
SOCIAL MEDIA MINING CLASS

Social Media Mining (SMM) is a graduate class offered by the author at Boise State University that introduces the basic concepts
and presents the principal algorithms to analyze social networks
and mine social media data. One of the applications presented
in the fall ’20 offering of the class was misinformation detection
and mitigation on the Web. The course included a final project
requiring students to use machine learning to classify real and fake
news. Also, the SMM class adopted a fully integrated S-L model,
i.e., the service experience is used as the basis for papers, class
presentations, discussion, and other assignments, and instructors
deliberately link the academic content with the service experience
and the community issue. More specifically, through the S-L component of the class, SMM students were asked to: (1) research the issue
and its impacts on the target population; (2) design and deliver an
interactive presentation to high school students that highlights the
threat of misinformation, the importance of CS in helping society
overcome misinformation, and why they are choosing CS for their
careers; (3) reflect on and communicate their learning through final
reflections. Regarding the presentation design (item (2) above), students received guidelines to ensure content uniformity. Specifically,
we asked them to define misinformation and provide examples
of its different types, explain why misinformation is dangerous,
provide an example of truthful vs. fake news and explain which
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Table 1: SMM student reflections about their S-L experience.
Question
How does the service experience relate to class material?
What aspects of your learning may be due to your service experience?

Why is there a need for your service?
What do you perceive as the underlying issue, and why does it exist?

What personal qualities have you developed through service-learning?
How will these qualities help you in the future?

Answers
theoretical knowledge learned in class about social network, misinformation, fake news; practical
implementation via service-learning; application in a real-world situation.
public reactions on misinformation and distinguishing fake news; communication and information
sharing with non-technical people; solidified ideas and concepts learned in class; learned more about
media literacy; better understanding of fake news and how they spread.
spread awareness about misinformation and how not to spread it; to introduce students about
computer science career path; teaching someone is one of the best ways to learn it yourself;
responsibility towards society.
inability to discern veracity of news due to lack of knowledge, awareness, and skills; lack of news media
literacy; information overload; time consuming to fact-check; high exposure of students/teenagers to
information in social media; carelessness of media about policies and removing illegitimate content;
inherent political and social bias; economic incentives; not enough school education on misinformation.
communication; teamwork; patience; leadership; compassion; creative thinking; tolerance;
sense of responsibility.
time management; team player.

characteristics make the examples truthful or fake, introduce the
NL 5Cs model, provide final tips to spot misinformation on the Web,
and briefly describe their class project about detecting fake news.
All the above-described activities have been spread out in different assignments through the semester together with other regular
homework assignments. All but the NL model was part of the regular coursework. Dr. Ashley delivered a guest lecture about NL. Students worked in teams for all service-learning-related assignments
and the class project. Instruments used in the class and sample
student deliverables will be shown during the paper presentation.
We collaborated with Boise High School, and five groups of SMM
students delivered their presentations to five sections of the AP
CS Principles class (one group per section). Because of the current
pandemic, the presentation was delivered online and synchronously,
allowing interaction between high school and university students.

3

and after SMM students’ presentation, we asked them to answer a
pre- and post-survey. Both surveys contained demographic related
questions, the five questions designed to measure NL level, and six
questions randomly selected from a pool of 24 questions2 asking
students to assess the credibility (real or fake) of a news item presented as headline and accompanying image. Students received a
$15 gift card upon completion of both the pre- and post- survey.
Out of the 70 high school students, n=54 answered the pre-survey
and n=25 also followed up with the post-survey. Results assessing
RQ2 are reported here below:
News literacy level
News credibility accuracy

pre-survey
63.7%
59.6%

post-survey
70.4%
63.1%

As we can see, we measured an improvement in both news media
literacy level (from 63.7% to 70.4%) and news credibility accuracy
(from 59.6% to 63.1%). While these results are still preliminary and
not conclusive because of the small sample size who answered the
pre- and post- surveys, they still suggest that exposing teenagers
to the Web misinformation problem may have a positive impact in
helping them to fight their vulnerability.

ASSESSMENT

We evaluated our service-learning-based activity on the graduate
students who attended the SMM class and delivered the presentation (n=16 students) and the high school students who attended
their presentation. We reached out to 70 Boise High students across
all five sections of AP CS Principles. We investigated two research
questions: (RQ1) did S-L benefit SMM students in their course theory understanding and personal skills development? (RQ2) Did we
improve news media literacy and credibility accuracy in high school
students through SMM students’ S-L?
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